Emergency Management and Disaster Science

EADP/Emergency Admin & Planning

Five Week Session One

EADP 3045  DISASTER RESPS & RECOV
  001 (11971) CRE 3.0  MTWR  09:59 am-11:50 am  WH 321
EADP 4030  PRIVATE SECT ISS
  001 (11921) CRE 3.0  TR  06:00 pm-09:50 pm  AUDB 212
EADP 4090  TERRORISM & EMER MGMT
  001 (11529) CRE 3.0  MW  06:00 pm-09:50 pm  GAB 406

Five Week Session Two

EADP 3010  INTRO TO EMER MGMT
  900 (11607) CRE 3.0  INET
             WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
             THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
             RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
             SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
             SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
             CLASS TESTING AND DISCUSSIONS WILL BE CONDUCTED ON LINE AS SCHEDULED ON
             BLACKBOARD. CLASS IS OPEN TO NON-MAJORS ONLY.
  901 (11608) CRE 3.0  INET
             THIS IS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
             DEPARTMENT.
             WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
             CLASS TESTING AND DISCUSSIONS WILL BE CONDUCTED ON LINE AS SCHEDULED ON
             BLACKBOARD. CLASS IS OPEN TO NON-MAJORS ONLY.
EADP 3080  LEADERSHIP & BEHVR
  001 (11237) CRE 3.0  MTWR  09:59 am-11:50 am  BLB 065
EADP 4015  FLOOD PLAIN MGMT
  001 (11514) CRE 3.0  TR  06:00 pm-09:50 pm  ECB 120

Eight Week Session One

EADP 4800  EADP INTERNSHIP PREP
  001 (11512) CRE 3.0  MTWR  09:59 am-12:50 pm  LANG 402
             THIS CLASS MEETS ONLY 4 TIMES DURING THE 8W1 SESSION, MAY 21-24, 2018.

Full Summer Session

EADP 4810  EADP INTERNSHIP
  001 (11515) CRE 3.0  NO ASSGN Timmons R
             CLASS MEETS ONLY ONCE, MAY 24 AT 10:00 AM IN ECB 110. CONTACT DR. RON TIMMONS,
             INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR, FOR COURSE APPROVAL: 940-565-2213,
             RONALD.TIMMONS@UNT.EDU
             RESTRICTED COURSE APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT INSTRUCTOR.
             Also meets: R  09:59 am-12:50 pm ECB 120  5/24/18-5/24/18